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I am pleased to have the opportunity to participate with my State Depart-
.

ment colleagues in this session to discuss the local effects of Luisian'

recentlyimplemented pr9motional tesfin4 program. I think the program has both

' 4

practical and conceptual considerations of real importance', and my discussion

mill touch on both kilds:of implications. I will begin With a little histeryof
.

accountability activity in New Orleans. . ,*

1' :
r The comprehensive accountability actions mandated by Act:750 -- the 1979

'.,

required
, . , . 1.-

,
.. .*, , -;,,

1 I

-0 . I

enablingt whiA called'tor the prothetional .tebteingprneam

,6 P
NeviOrIeans'to make relativq11 few changes in its policies ter practis.

.

ol N

We
,

estahiished.a.nort-,refertpced4e9iingjprbgrath.Tor all 'students in-the district
6 4..5 P i . 0

.
. .

' 'I '' 0

7.,, in 1.9475;' and.for-the past five years, these test reSults have been used to guide.
. . . - ,

.. . '

ihStructionar planning for indiviauiI children and for, the sysiearas a Whole, N

,

.
.

There have also beep6BOard-defined promotional polities in the district formally

,years, and these policies were being regularly revised and updated wen. before

the recent period ofconcern about accountability. For.sever 1 decades, we have

funded And conducted numerous, types of remedial activities fo "children who were

having diffictlties in school. Many of the programs have been paid for with

,

local funds and, of course;*we have been the beneficiaries Of,.sizeable federal

suppcA for'rededlagon which has,been very helpful. Finally,'since the lite
0% 1-}10

( 0 :

1970's,we have.also.been strengthening the basic or minimum skills aspects of

our 'instruction, and our efIorts inatlie curriculuniarea coincided with the
. ?

"legislatife activity that led to Act 750. Thus, as ,the law has been phased in,

it has reinforced and supported already existing curriculum and pcilicy

,developments initiated in our district. stilt the promotional testing aspect of

Act 750 has idipactea us in some important ways.

k Y.
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The-effect of Act 750 was first felt in Neia'Orleans, as in other districts

across the state, when the State directed us to re-examine and redefine our

existing pro otional pqlicies according to a specified procedure which included

substantial input and involvement of the parent community. Thus, we established

a committee /which included representatives from various major organizations 'and
. --..,

constituencties, and we spent several 'in nths reviewing policies and, where

necesaky:, adjusting our requirements to coincide with tilose Mandated by the
.

with
.-,

,z, .
- -,

State. A though it is always a little cumbersome ,to make.plans and decisions
-

4 -

within the structure of a large
. - . ..,

r .,
.4.

and community groups and tUr.polick revisions were successfully made according
,

, /'''
. . !OP

%
to thenew requirements. ' 1

.T .
.

.. .

the
,

On,the whole, we felt -revision process was very positive, although the

only real changes we made were not based upon community input dr on committee
i

4.
f 4

opinion,
,
but, instead, on the.State regulations Ihemselves. Specifigally, two

:

committeem, wehad eXcellent SupPrtfrom parent

substantive changes were made in the promotion rules: 1) in the curriculum area,

-. . .
.

.

.

mathematics and language arts were added to reading as Promotional subjects, and

2) the state tests were decribed as being the "principal criteria" for

i

proMOtion. What are the implications of these few changes? I think there are
I ,

, .
. . . I

1 -
.

several of key importance. - 4
1

First, the addition of mathematics a Promotional subject for second.
. _ .

, .

. . -
-

graders might, I think, be, the Most fundamental aid substantive'change made.
.

Before this year, reading was the major .subject area on which 'second 'grade,

staleUis were.ev"aluated for promotion. The non-math promotioh policy grew out
.

.

... .

/ of4research in recent years that
4.

recorded the delay in children's concept
,

*0

readiness for math. BeCausedevelopmental psychologists and Math researchers

were

4

telling us that childten didn't utually attain the logical frameigork.for ...

..%
f

;:,
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math- learning until between the ages of six and eight, it made sense to hold off
.

-requiring math for promotion until grade three. This would, at thesame time,
a.

enable us to make reading the major focus of the basic skills development during

c

the first several years' of school.' Although mathematics has ben included in

the curriculum beginning in kindergarten, our instructional 'strategies add

policies were oriented towards developtental and readiness activities. When

children were identified as slow to respond to the math readinesi programs,

remediationwas'provided, even in the first grade, but it was not a promotional
.

coniider atiar: Now, as a result of the new'state requirements, the expectation

- .

for children's developmental matUtity in mathematicslhas been accelerated and

has become an intsogral part of the decision regarding student's promotion to

grade three.

While some are applauding this move as a return to the so called. "basics,"

I fear the change may not necessarily have the expected positive results.

According to our own standardized testing,' about 35 to 40 percent of 'our-
,

a

students do not have the readiness skills for grade level work in mathematics

when they enter school.. This, of course, is betause so many of our students do -

not et the extensive learning foundation at home thq, some families can give

their youngsteis before the school years begin., Thus, I aaponCerned that this

change in the requirements will cause our second graders to be drilled on the 15

mathematics and 15 language arts objectives so they can pass .the test.

Unfortunately, the skills learned thOugh isolated drills are not likely to be

long lasting...Recent findings from the National AsSessment raise fdndamental

a.

.

questions about! whether -arrexclusiveay'skills-focdsed curriculdm in the early

)1i

4

*,

years provides the needed.grounding in context leayning.and
r

conceptual analysis
,- .

Ilik

:
..

for, the skills to be productively applied as Children greWolder. , .

. . - .
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The new requirement, that the tests becobe the "principal' criteria" for

promotion is the second major, change incorporated into our promotional rules.

While, in one sense, this is a very minor portion of our overall promotion plan,

in ,another it is prabably.the.most dramatic element. The promotonal test has

been the part of the total accountability package that has captured the.greatest

o

. interest and caused most alarm among teachers and the general public. ...Act 750

explicitly keeps the final decision regarding promotion-in teachers' hands,
1

stating tha'i. "eachl teacher shall, on an individual basis, determine the

promotion or placement of each student," allowing only for review by a school-

level representatative promotional committee. However`,' the State Departmen of

Education established implementation rules which required local school systems

.

to include the tests as the "principal criteria" for promotion in their written

policies. While this has in fact meant that the tests are included as one of the

several criteria ibr promotion, including classroom performance, attendance,

other test information and so on, the wording/ of the requirement has caused

confusion and unnecessary tension in the school community.

While basic skill'testing'is a fundamental component of good instructional

practice, linking such testing to promotion unfortunately lends itself to easier

, .

sloganeering than to any real improvement in teaching or 1:4arning, and the tests

have beeh attributed far more pokerthan they have. As educators, we know that

to base a' child's promotion.on a single test is entirely inappropriate," but
wv

.... .

,
.there are many people -- some educators ancertaiftly many ,parents and members

... _ . __

. '.
.

of the community -- who believe that a test can be so- used and, in this way,
° . .

,

solves the "social. promotion" problem. This claim is questionable for all
. ..'

children, but paiticularly so in regardto young children who do not hay*. the

.
cognitive skills that enable them .(:) think about and control their own studying

habits and thinking capacities..

-
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My hope id that, somehow; in-the implementation of the testing program, we
.

' will Wable tp,keepour perspective about the limitations of tests that I have

mentioned, and maintain the potential. usefulness of conducting an annual basic

-skills assessment in kindergarten- through the twelth grade. But, for the time

being, I am concerned that we have become too absorbed with*the:promotional

aspects of the Basic, Skins Test. The publicity accompanying the testing

program has inflated fhetest itself out of-proportion to its actual importance,

and, unfortunately, haetaused the 30 testable _objectives to become strongly.

gmphasized in ,classrooms across the district. -We are hard pressed to keep a

reasonable calm about the test, -especiallywith the political interest and
40°

.pressuke associated with it. All theadministr.itivelaireetives and supervisory

platitudes abOut curficulum will have difficulty counteringtheintimidating

public refations that has accompanied.the. state test. Earlier this fall, our ,

9

ti oWn State Superintendent of Education contributed to the ,confusion by coming

into the districts and reporting at a- press conference that, according to his

f.

staff's predictions, about 30% of New Orleans students would fail the state

test. This got picked up in the newspapets as "30% of Orleans second graders

will flunk second grade." Having worked closely With Mr. Nix's staff, I knew no
-v

,

such predictions had been made,ebut my corrections of these "facts" were issued

to deaf ears.

My .concern is that the legislative obiectilie of Act 750 -- to strengthen

educational programs -- may backfire on us. Focus on promotional testing may .

_cause the comprehensivecuriiculum to giv way to a thirty objective curriculum.

If such a situation, occurp,.public schools' will be pro viding a dull and un-
r

nburishing educational diet.. Undue..emphasis on test able objectives, taught in

isolation from the substantive context, will-make the curriculum too narrow for

able students and even more difficult to comprellen4 for the weaker students who
,0

we are tryihg,most to.help. Although no formal.changes hive bean made in the New,
,

-5 -.
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Orleans. curriculum and teaching plan; I am concerned about the informal

adjustments that have been made.

At. the adlinistrative level we have worked hard to stress the
,

importance of

continuing to teach the, complete curriculum and to avoid the'teMptation to teach

only the test. One of the maj positive cllinges brought by Act 750 was that

curricului revisions weremandated. The State Department of Education wrote and

disseminated explicitly stated curriculum standards and new curriculum guides

which in suggeited teaching activities and instructional materials that

were sent into the parishes. We now have clear and concise lists of the minimum

skills that form the foundation of a comprehensive statewide instructional

program from Kindergarten through Grade 12. This effort coincides with our

local initiatives and goals in the cutricular area and, at the district level,

weare emphasizing the importance of the minimum skills as a foundation of a

wide- reaching curriculum.

Remediation is a third dimension of the pupil progression plan that has

been influenced by the regulations accompanying the implementation of the state

testing progiain. The legislation provides funds to support remediation for

students who "fail to meet the minimum mastery levels." Since the problem of

student achievement is one we<in New Orleans have faced for many years,Jwe

already have numerous developmental and remedial programs designed for "at risk"

students, beginning as early as Grade 1. The state funds accompanying the

testing program are earmarked for use only on students-who fail the promotional

test; thereby requir5mg the district to.establish a supplemental remedial effort

which stands apart from theNcontinuing effort in this direction. Since we won't'

know who fails the test until after the end of the year, the remediation will be

4
offered in the summer, well'dfter the failure has occurred. Our preference would

.

be to use state funds to Provide.remediation for students before the failure and

accompanying labeling occurs.

Co
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Nhile additional funds for remediationlire always appreciated in a district

such as ours, certain logistical and \curricular problems are also posed by this

type of supplemental funding. Since state funds can only be used for students

who fail the state test, we mast establish special summer programs for this

group. If students-are placed apart in state-funded remedial programs, it is

logical that teachers will emphasize the nonmastered -objectives, and not

necessarily.the broadbased diagnostic needs of children. Such an objective-

centered approach will he Of greatest assistance to borderline achievers who are

just shy of meeting minimum requirements and need only a little additional
4

instructional assistance to bring their performance to grade level, But this

.

type of program is unlikely to help the students who have more comprehensive

achievement problems and who missed the 75% mastery target by a great deal.

Thus, it is not clear if summer school remediation can suffiJiently assist the

students who are most in'need of educational support.

An additional important issue which is currently. concerning us is the

planning of the summer-programs. The funds, of-course, will not be available

until after the results of the test are in, so it is quite a challenge to

initiate the kind of comprehensive planning needed to undertake a smooth rdhning

program in. the summer, We are making very general estimates of the size and

"16cations of,our programs, but-it will be enormously difficult for us to have

classes staffed, supplied and implemented, especially in a district of our size,

in the six weeks followingthe date we receive our test results and igentify the :

students who require remediatign. Remediation planning,efforts are. well

underway, but we are groping in the dark and it is difficult to determine hqw

effectively or successfully we will-bekable to use the resources provided for

the targeted students.

Finally, I want to speak to the problems of administration that adcompany

the implementation of a large scale testing program, espdcially'one which is as

sensitiveand'Aithihly charged as this one. Issues relating to test security,

-7- 9



consistency and standardization of test administration
'

monitoring, and eMen

the siniple logistics associated with packaging and assuring the accuracy of the

computer scanned test responses are all major concerns. Any one of these areN/

can becOme problematic even in a small school district, and the problems are

multiplied each time an additional test
lb

principal is interpreting the procedbxes.
.

administrator, test coordinator or

4
. .

Of course, the expected questions,have:sprfaceeregarding the rules for

,testing special education and limited English speaking populations. While, as

you have heard, a good deal of effort has been put.into'clailfying these issues

at the state level, at the ,classroom administration level we depend upon

teachers' understanding of what they read,. Even with' experienced and specially

or -

trained test administratep, qonsistency of test implementation is hard to

aChiex ,Classroom teachers with'little testing experience will be,expedted to

of test procedure and to precisely'intuitively follow the twists `'and,' urns

administer the tests according to all the speoifications of the,writted rules.

Even the clearest writing effort in testing produces a language foreign to many'
..

.teachers, and when the rules are applied with groups of several hundred children

in schools, especially with young children, we can't be entirely certain of the

outCOInd.

4

Under the best of GircumstanJes, the implementation of attesting program

we have almost 7000 second graders -- is aacross a school system our size

major effort. In a' situation such as this,' evp small issue is- greatly

magnified in importance. Added central office and school levelyersonnel are

needed to coordinate And manage the flowof information and materials. While

central support has been slight114 augmented at the school level, additional

staff support and release time are required i the most careful implementation

of the test procedures is tonbe assured.' But neither additional staffing nor

43
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. . .1

.. i
.

release time ha's been flinded.by Act 750; so we will lean on the merosiep, :
.

dedicatio n and good intuitibh Of afew key teachers and 'support personnel at
.

. -
. . . %

. .

each school. In' the centraf'office, we have .already spent several months, of

.1
.- 4

staff time
1*

and thousands of dollars producing curriculum :guides and

'
a

/ 'instructional materials.. So.= more money will be invested to check, sdrt anted
14.

package test materials when they arrive in the district. In schools,

0
substantial effdrt must be made to recheck children's computer scanned responses

2.

to assure that the coded information is clearly machine readable so results,will

A ,

accurately reflect what,students intended towrite. No dollar figure has been

..-projected for thedoSt of this effort in staff time and; particularly, for

teaching time lost to school level planning and logistical'activities.

Some will argue that the benefits of this testing program..Outweigh the

costs, especially because ofthe diagnostic informatio nthe test will provide.

I hope this is true,:but I am skeptical. Even if we assume that the'test has the
'

psychometric quality we expect,'and that the testable objectives represedt the
I 4 4 A

0

central' instructional core of knowledge- children need for later-learning--

. - A oil,

assumit4ons which remain tb be validated -- still, the tests only provide 'us
...

.- ./

with information which every good classroom teacher routinely collects during

. ,

.the school year. By May,-When We receive the diagnostic feedback, the data will

..-be'long pagt ,its usefulness.' Teachers already well know,whether or not
4 . .

Students can read and do mathematics, and the suhstantive.information on

I
.. .

to make the promotional --ftional decisions has already been to
I

I

test will merely confirm the label of failure on those who have been failing all
I

along, and it will mean little to'those who are succeeding. I

. 1 '
r-

.1

I

Id a large 's'chool district which is short of funds,

their

which

parent. The

struggling to meet complex and.conflicting human and inst

gh in needs,_ and

ctional demands., a

.

testing program is an emotionally and financially draining expetience. Testing

or

Oro
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,

..,

is nonetheless essential and must'be conducted if we 'are to have the objective...

..

.-'
,

o '1

information necessary for planning comprehensive instruction. The question must .

.
.

. .. _
,

be asked, however, whether a promotion-focused testing program gives a good.

return for the effort-. "We are lull of the basids," argues' a colleague thine,.

.

"it's the complexities which-are sorely lacking." Are we indeed neglecting the

4

A

I
4

complek issues regarding the ',ednoation of children? . Is the focus ..on a
* 4.

.

-promotional testing prograM' working on behalf of educational improvement or
,

, .

against
.

it? These are the,questions which must be kept in mind as we observe the

implementation of this program. It will be pirticularly important for ucto be

hohestly aiert'to. the programs impact and to bewise'enovh to -make adjustments

as they become -necessary and before such changes are too l ate.

. .

. I
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